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Overall Wellness Inside Out 



   4 
PhaSES

Understand the difference between fat loss and 
weight loss to see it is a process, not a quick fix. 

Set realistic goals with realistic timelines.
Select foods that enhance your fat loss efforts.
Turbo charge your metabolism to burn fat  
around the clock.

Take ownership of your program, increase positive 
self talk and love your body.

Call on your support system.
And much, much more...
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iN-depth diet aNalysis 

This one-time event reveals key information on whether 
your body is currently receiving the correct nutrients in 
adequate amounts to NOURISH and HEAL your body.

The detailed analysis includes information on the 
hormones Insulin and Glucagon as well as possible 
lifestyle/dietary recommendations that may be incorporated 
to achieve increased vitality, improved quality of life and 
overall well-being.

stabiliziNg 
My job is to teach you how to stabilize your body with 

healthy foods and educate about the correct mix and types 
of foods your body needs for optimal performance.

This is a process of change. We will lay the foundation 
for your fat-loss program, turn your metabolism on and 
burn food as fuel rather than store as fat.

Stabilization is about regaining internal balance and 
taking ownership of your health and wellness.

burN fat
 This is a time for huge personal growth and dramatic 

shifts in your body.
You can anticipate releasing up to 2 pounds of fat per 

week.  The desire is to drop fat, not water or muscle.
Learning to set realistic goals and boundaries is 

embraced during this phase of the program.

maiNteNaNCe
We shift into the process of maintaining this lifestyle 

once you achieve your fat-loss/wellness goals.  By this 
time, you will have created the foundation of LIFESTYLE 
Changes to Last a LIFETIME!

For more information, visit:  
www.coachnadine.com/fatburn.php

Each program  
has individual 
results and is  
in progress...
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